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SMALL NOISE AND LONG TIME PHASE DIFFUSION IN
STOCHASTIC LIMIT CYCLE OSCILLATORS
GIAMBATTISTA GIACOMIN, CHRISTOPHE POQUET, AND ASSAF SHAPIRA
Abstract. We study the effect of additive Brownian noise on an ODE system that has
a stable hyperbolic limit cycle, for initial data that are attracted to the limit cycle. The
analysis is performed in the limit of small noise – that is, we modulate the noise by a
factor εց 0 – and on a long time horizon. We prove explicit estimates on the proximity
of the noisy trajectory and the limit cycle up to times exp
(
cε−2
)
, c > 0, and we show
both that on the time scale ε−2 the dephasing (i.e., the difference between noiseless and
noisy system measured in a natural coordinate system that involves a phase) is close to
a Brownian motion with constant drift, and that on longer time scales the dephasing
dynamics is dominated, to leading order, by the drift. The natural choice of coordinates,
that reduces the dynamics in a neighborhood of the cycle to a rotation, plays a central
role and makes the connection with the applied science literature in which noisy limit
cycle dynamics are often reduced to a diffusion model for the phase of the limit cycle.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Noise induced dephasing phenomena. Periods, cycles, rhythms are omnipresent
and they play a fundamental role. And in fact dynamical models proposed in a variety of
fields display (asymptotically) stable periodic behavior, i.e. (part of the) trajectories are
attracted by a periodic trajectory. Important examples come from ordinary differential
equations (ODE) with stable limit cycles, like the ODE systems for pray-predator dynam-
ics [26, Ch. 3], but [26] contains several examples from life sciences (gene networks, neural
systems,. . .). Of course examples come also from physics, chemistry and other sciences
[9, 15, 24, 30, 33]. It is often the case that the ODE model is the result of averaging
and/or neglecting plenty of details of the original system that is more faithfully modeled
by keeping a huge number of degrees of freedom. Introducing noise is therefore a way to
go a step closer to reality. It is then natural to think of the noise as small, for example
when one is considering the dynamics of macroscopic quantities, i.e. averages of quantities
of interest over a whole population. But the question then is: what is the effect of noise
on this type of limit cycles?
This is of course not a novel question and it has been often tackled aiming at reducing
the system to a phase. It is known in fact that in absence of noise and in the proximity
of the limit cycle such ODE systems can be reduced to the dynamics of a phase: even
more, the system can be mapped to constant speed rotation on the unit circle [20]. It is
therefore natural to seek for phase reductions also in the stochastic setting and a phase
reduction for stochastic systems is proposed for example in [24] and has been employed
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in a number of contexts, see for example the references in [34]. But in [34] it has been
pointed out that the stochastic phase reduction model that has been used is not accurate
and that the noise, even when it is white, induces a frequency shift. In [34] a formal
small noise development of the solution is given: of course, since the noise is weak the
leading order behavior – what we may call the macroscopic behavior – is just the noiseless
behavior. The purpose of [34] and of much of the literature – similar analyses in fact are
developed for example in [9, Ch. 6] and [31, § 10.2], with plenty of references – has been
on catching the next order correction. Our purpose is to put these works on rigorous and
more quantitative grounds, changing somewhat the perspective. The question is rather:
on which time scale the difference between the phase dynamics in the noisy and noiseless
systems becomes macroscopic and, on this time scale, what is the dynamics? The answer
is that the scale is ε−2 and the dephasing dynamics is a diffusion, in fact a Brownian
motion with a constant drift – the noise induced frequency shift of [34]. We will also
aim at longer time scales – in fact, till the Large Deviations scale in which the noise may
induce escapes from the limit cycle – and will show that the noise induced frequency shift
dominates the phase dynamics. It is worth pointing out that the phase diffusion result
we analyze is a macroscopic effect of a microscopic noise that happens on much shorter
times scales than the Large Deviations scale, even if in much of the literature macroscopic
effects of microscopic noise are often identified with Large Deviations phenomena, see e.g.
[31, Ch. 9].
1.2. ODEs, limit cycles and noise. Consider the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
x˙t = F (xt) , (1.1)
supplied by the initial condition x0 ∈ Rd. In order to have a well defined evolution at least
locally in time we will assume that F : Rd → Rd is locally Lipschitz. In reality our main
assumption is that (1.1) has a hyperbolic (locally) stable limit cycleM := {qt : t ∈ [0, T )}:
in absence of noise, trajectories are locally attracted to the limit cycle and their distance
to the cycle decays exponentially fast, see Section 2.1 for the precise set-up.
We then consider the (strong) solution Xε· of the Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE)
dXεt = F (X
ε
t ) dt+ εG (X
ε
t ) dBt , (1.2)
where ε > 0, G(·) is a locally Lipschitz function from Rd with values in the d×m matrices
and B· is a standardm dimensional Brownian motion. ‖A‖ for a d×mmatrix A is the norm
of A as linear operator, i.e., with the choice of the norm ‖x‖ := maxj=1,...,d |xj | that we
keep throughout the paper, maxi
∑
j |Ai,j |. Without loss of generality (see Remark 2.4)
we interpret G(Xεt ) dBt in the Itoˆ sense. These conditions are sufficient to ensure the
existence of a unique solution, which may explode in finite time.
It is easy to see for example that if Xε0 = x0 sufficiently close toM then for every tf > 0
and every η > 0
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,tf ]
‖Xεt − xt‖ > η
)
= 0 . (1.3)
In reality this result depends very little on the existence of an hyperbolic limit cycle, which,
for the purpose of (1.3), we use just because it guarantees that xt is well defined for every
t > 0: for example, (1.3) holds simply assuming that F (·) is globally Lipschitz ([16, Ch. 2]
is dedicated to estimates of this type). A more subtle question is the validity of (1.3) for
longer times, that is if we let tf depend on ε and become arbitrarily large as ε becomes
small. The fact that the quadratic variations of the (local) martingale ε
∫ tf
0 G (X
ε
t ) dBt
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is ε2
∫ tf
0 (G (X
ε
t ))
2 dt and therefore O(ε2tf ) (at least if G is bounded), suggests that the
validity of (1.3) can be pushed up to tf = tf (ε) = o(ε
−2) and it certainly suggests also the
breakdown of (1.3) if tf (ε) = cε
−2, any c > 0. The heuristics of what happens on the time
scale ε−2 is just the following: the hyperbolic character of the limit cycle fights against
the noisy perturbation and recalls constantly the trajectory Xε· to M . However there is
no recalling force in the tangential direction to M and the small noise has an effect that
becomes macroscopic on times proportional to ε−2 with an effect that is qualitatively the
same as the elementary fact that εBtε−2 is again a standard Brownian motion. We stress
that we used qualitatively because a more accurate analysis shows that in general, i.e. in
absence of special symmetries, a drift appears.
We will carry through our analysis and prove a precise and quantitative version of the
statement to which we just hinted under the hypothesis that F (·) is C2 in a neighborhood
of M . A particular case of the results that we are going to prove can be stated by now:
there exists a random process θεt , adapted to the natural filtration of {Btε−2}t≥0, such that
if Xε0 = x0 ∈M then for every tf > 0 and b ∈ (0, 1)
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,tf ]
∥∥∥Xεtε−2 − xtε−2+θεt ∥∥∥ > εb
)
= 0 , (1.4)
and the law of θε· , seen as a random element of C
0([0,∞);R), converges as εց 0 in law [6,
Ch. 2] to the Brownian motion with constant drift {σBt + bt}t≥0, where σ > 0 and b ∈ R
depend in a (highly) non trivial way on F (·) and G(·). We will give expressions for σ and
b: for example they can be expressed if we know the Floquet matrix of the limit cycle we
consider, along with G, F , the Jacobian of F and the Hessian of Fj , j = 1, . . . , n, on the
limit cycle. Moreover we will see that a version of (1.4) holds also if one requires simply
that x0 is close to M .
We will present results also on longer times: (1.4) just deals with times of order ε−2
but if the Brownian motion with drift b, i.e. {σBt + bt}t≥0 is a faithful description of the
system on longer time scales then it will be the noise-induced frequency shift b (to use the
language of [34]) that dominates. And this is indeed the case, at least until the system
escapes from the domain that is attracted to the limit cycle: this may eventually happen
on times of the order exp(cε−2), c > 0, by effect of Large Deviation events in the driving
noise [16].
2. Mathematical set-up and main results
2.1. The model and the basics of Floquet Theory. We restart from (1.1) with
F : Rd → Rd differentiable – we prefer C1 to Lipschitz to avoid some minor uninteresting
complications – which is solved by the T -periodic differentiable function R ∋ t 7→ qt ∈ Rd.
We will use the notation Φ(x, t) for the solution xt with x0 = x. As before M = {qt : t ∈
[0, T )}, so for example M = {Φ(qs, t) : t ≥ 0} for every s, and we assume that F (·) is C2
in a neighborhood of M : more precisely we assume that F (·) is C2 in
Mδ := {x : dist(x,M) < δ} , (2.1)
for some δ > 0. Consider then the evolution linearized near M , that is the linear equation
(called first variational equation)
z˙t = DF (qt)zt , (2.2)
where DF (qt) is the Jacobian of F at qt. Therefore (2.2) is a homogeneous linear equa-
tion with periodic coefficients: Floquet theory provides a complete understanding of the
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solutions, even if there are very few cases in which (2.2) can be solved explicitly. We refer
to [32, Ch. 3] and [12, § 2.4] for a complete treatment of Floquet theory and we give here
some of the features that we need: more can be found in § 4.2.
The solution of (2.2) starting from zs at time s is given by the product Π(t, s)zs, where
Π(t, s) is the principal matrix solution associated to the periodic solution q·, i.e. the
solution to
∂tΠ(t, s) = DF (qt)Π(t, s) , Π(s, s) = Id . (2.3)
The principal matrix solution Π(t, s) satisfies several basic properties (see [32, Ch. 3] for
more details): it is invertible, with inverse Π−1(t, s) = Π(s, t), and satisfies the relation
Π(t, t0) = Π(t, s)Π(s, t0) . (2.4)
Remark in particular that since zt = F (qt) is a solution of (2.2) starting from F (qs) at
time s we have the relation
F (qt) = Π(t, s)F (qs) , (2.5)
so one is an eigenvalue of Π(t, s). The fact that the solution qt is periodic of period T
implies a periodicity property of the principal matrix solution:
Π(t+ T, s+ T ) = Π(t, s) . (2.6)
Other basic properties are in § 4.2. Here we point out that the following representation
holds: for every s there exists a matrix Q(s), with s 7→ Q(s) T -periodic, such that
Π(s+ t, s) = N(s+ t, s)e−tQ(s) , (2.7)
t 7→ N(s + t, s) T -periodic and N(s, s) = Id. One then verifies that the matrices Q(s1)
and Q(s2) are similar and they have therefore the same eigenvalues and Jordan structure
(we will then simply talk of eigenvalues of Q). Moreover, by (2.5), one sees that 0 is an
eigenvalue. We say that the limit cycleM is hyperbolic if only one eigenvalue of Q is equal
to 0, more precisely if its algebraic and geometric multiplicities are equal to one, and we
say that M is stable hyperbolic if it is hyperbolic and if all eigenvalues λj different from
0 have negative real part: we set
γf := min
j:λj 6=0
ℜ(−λj) > 0 . (2.8)
One can find in [32, Ch. 12] the equivalent characterization of (stable) hyperbolic limit
cycles in terms of Poincare´ map and the, also equivalent, interpretation of M as a stable
normally hyperbolic manifold. In particular, if M is stable hyperbolic then if x ∈Mδ (the
value of δ > 0 may be different than the one chosen when we first introduced (2.1)) we
have that for every γ < γF
lim
t→∞
eγtdist (Φ(x, t),M) = 0 . (2.9)
2.2. Isochrons and isochron map. A much more refined version of (2.9) holds: for
x ∈M , hence Φ(x, t) = qt+t0 for some t0, we introduce
W (x) :=
{
y ∈ Rd : lim
t→∞
‖Φ(y, t)− Φ(x, t)‖ = 0
}
, (2.10)
and, since M is stable hyperbolic, for every γ ∈ (0, γF )
W (x) :=
{
y ∈ Rd : sup
t≥0
eγt ‖Φ(y, t)− Φ(x, t)‖ < ∞
}
, (2.11)
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We say that W (x) is the isochron of x. Note that in the standard dynamical systems
terminology, W (x) is the stable manifold of x for the map y 7→ Φ(y, T ).
Here is an important result:
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 4.1 in [22]). For every x ∈ M , W (x) is a (d − 1)-dimensional
manifold transverse to F (x) at x and of the same regularity as F (·) (hence, Ck if F (·)
is Ck, k = 1, 2, . . .). The collection of disjoint open sets {W (x)}x∈M is a foliation of the
stable manifold W of M , that is W = ∪xW (x), and W is also open. Moreover if for every
y ∈ Rd we call θ(y) the unique t such that y ∈W (qt), we have that also θ : W → RmodT
is Ck.
We call θ(·) isochron map: it gives in particular a notion of phase for every point in W .
It is practical to introduce ST := RmodT and distST (t, s) be the arc length between t and
s. Two important consequences of the definition of isochron map and of Theorem 2.1 are:
• Dθ(x)F (x) = 1 for every x ∈ W (here Dθ(x) can be either seen as a differential
from acting on F (x) or as the gradient of θ(x), a row vector, product the column
vector F (x)), hence ddtθ(xt) = 1 for every t ≥ 0 and xt = Φ(x0, t) with x0 ∈W .• Given a compact subset of W , there exists a constant cθ,M > 0 such that∥∥x− qθ(x)∥∥ ≤ cθ,Mdist(x,M) , (2.12)
for every x in the compact subset we have chosen.
When we write r + t with r ∈ R and t ∈ ST we mean r + t˜ and t˜ is the only element of
[0, T ) such that t = t˜modT . Finally, for every function f : R→ ST we will note by f˜ the
lift of f , i.e., the unique function f˜ : R→ R such that f˜(0) ∈ [0, T ), and for all t
f˜(t)modT = f(t) , (2.13)
see [21, Prop. 1.33 and Prop. 1.34].
2.3. The stochastic model and main results. Let G : Rd → Rd × Rm be a Lipschitz
continuous (matrix valued) function. By the general theory of SDEs we know how to
build a solution to (1.2), but this solution in general explodes in finite time, like its
determinist counterpart. Existence and uniqueness up to the (random) explosion time
is easily obtained by an approximation and stopping argument (e.g. [29, p. 383]): one
modifies F (·) and G(·) out of the set {x ∈ R : |x| ≤ n} to make them globally Lipschitz,
then one defines the solution Xεt up to the hitting time of the {x ∈ R : |x| > n} and one
finally uses monotonicity of these times in n to pass to the limit. This procedure is useless
for us because for the results we are after we can stop the process upon exiting W or
even upon exiting a bounded subset of W (in case W is not bounded), so there is no loss
of generality in assuming that F (·) and G(·) are globally Lipschitz (and therefore there
exists a unique strong solution Xε· globally in time). Namely for every square integrable
Rd-valued random variable Xε0(·) measurable with respect to F0, {Ft}t≥0 is the filtration
to which the n-dimensional standard Brownian motion B· is adapted, there exists a unique
continuous stochastic process Xε· such that for j = 1, . . . , d and every t > 0
Xεj,t = X
ε
j,0 +
∫ t
0
Fj (X
ε
s ) ds+ ε
∫ t
0
m∑
l=1
Gjl (X
ε
s ) dBl,t . (2.14)
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For A an open subset of Rd we introduce the stopping time τε,A := inf{t ≥ 0 : Xεt 6∈ A}.
Remark 2.2. Large Deviation estimates [13, 16] can be used to show that if the support
of the distribution of Xε0 is in W then one can find c > 0 such that P(τε,W ≥ exp(c/ε2))
tends to one as ε ց 0. We use this estimate, but for many of the estimates it is useless
because while being in W guarantees that the notion of phase makes sense, we need to
know that the trajectory is close to M to efficiently approximate the dynamics with a
phase dynamics. Of course one could replace W with Mδ, δ > 0 but small: this improves
the situation, but it would induce an error on the phase dynamics that is negligible only on
times o(1/δ) or, possibly, o(1/δ2), that is very far from what we want. For the control of
the phase dynamics we are after we need to ensure that the process stays in a mesoscopic
neighbor of M , that is in a neighbor of size that vanishes when εց 0. These are moderate
deviation type estimates that we provide explicitly.
Our main result is
Theorem 2.3. Let us choose an arbitrary tf > 0 and let us assume that there exists
x0 ∈W such that limεց0Xε0 = x0 in probability. Let us call θ˜εt the lift
˜
θ
(
Xε·∧τε,W
) (
ε−2t
)
.
Then for every every sε = o(ε
−2) there exists ηε = o(1) and for every β ∈ (0, 1) there
exists cβ > 0 such that
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
s∈[0,sε]
‖Xεs − xs‖ ≤ ηε, sup
t∈[cβε2| log ε|,tf ]
∥∥∥Xεε−2t − qθ˜εt ∥∥∥ ≤ εβ
)
= 1 , (2.15)
and the family of processes{
θ˜εt − θ(x0)− ε−2t
}
t∈[0,tf ]
∈ C0 ([0, tf ];R) , (2.16)
converges in law as εց 0 to the process{
σwt + bt
}
t∈[0,tf ]
, (2.17)
where w· is a standard Brownian motion and the two constants σ ≥ 0 and b ∈ R can be
expressed as
σ2 =
1
T
∫ T
0
(
Dθ(qs)G(qs)G
t(qs)Dθ
t(qs)
)
ds , (2.18)
and
b =
1
2T
∫ T
0
tr
(
G(qs)G
t(qs)D
2θ(qs)
)
ds , (2.19)
where D2θ is the Hessian of θ and of course (2.18) and (2.19) do not depend on x.
A direct consequence of this result is that P(τε,W ≥ ε−2tf ) tends to one as ε ց 0,
but this is of little interest because, as pointed out in Remark 2.2, one knows a priori a
much stronger result. As a matter of fact in the proof we use explicit estimates for τε,M
εβ0
when dist(Xε0 ,M) ≤ εβ1 , 0 < β1 < β0. This type of estimates are in Proposition 4.1 and
Proposition 4.2 and may be employed to obtain sharper results (or longer time results, like
Theorem 2.6 below): only very little of their strength is in fact used in our main results –
particularly little in Theorem 2.3! – and Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 can certainly
be used as starting point for capturing higher order expansion terms.
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It is also worth pointing out that (2.15) states two facts: that stochastic and determin-
istic evolution are almost the same up to times that are o(ε−2) and that it suffices to wait
for a time of the order of | log ε| to be very close to the limit cycle. The statement can be
simplified if we assume that Xε0 is already very close to the limit cycle. Without giving
the most general result, we mention that, for example, if Xε0 is in M and it is not random
(2.15) can be replaced by: for every β ∈ (0, 1)
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,tf ]
∥∥∥Xεε−2t − qθ˜εt ∥∥∥ ≤ εβ
)
= 1 . (2.20)
Remark 2.4. It is straightforward to generalize Theorem 2.3 to the case of
dXεt = F (X
ε
t ) dt+ ε
2K (Xεt ) dt+ εG (X
ε
t ) dBt , (2.21)
with K(·) a Lipschitz function. The result changes because one has to add to the drift the
constant term 12T
∫ T
0 Dθ(qs)K(qs) ds. This observation is relevant because if we were to
consider the Stratonovich SDE
dXεt = F (X
ε
t ) dt+ εG (X
ε
t ) ◦ dBt , (2.22)
for G ∈ C1 and DG Lipschitz, by the standard transformation formula (2.22) can be writ-
ten in the Itoˆ form (2.21). The net result is that Theorem 2.3 holds with the replacement
of (2.19) with
b =
1
2T
∫ T
0
∑
i,j,l
Gi,l(qs)DiDjθ(qs)Gj,l(qs) ds+
1
2T
∫ T
0
∑
i,j,l
Djθ(qs)DiGj,l(qs)Gi,l(qs) ds ,
(2.23)
where we have made explicit the formula for the trace for uniformity with the Stratonovich
correction term. Note the use of Dj as partial derivative in the j
th coordinate and that
DiDjθ(x) is the (i, j) entry of the matrix D
2θ(x).
Remark 2.5. In equations (2.18) and (2.19), b and σ are given in terms of the derivatives
of the isochron map. In fact, these can be expressed explicitly by making a perturbation
expansion ear M of the solution to (1.1) up to second order. The isochron map θ is the
unique function satisfying
θ(qt) = tmodT, (2.24)
and for all x ∈W
θ(x) = θ (Φ (x, T )) . (2.25)
If we differentiate (2.24) with respect to t, recalling that dqt/dt = F (qt), we confirm that
Dθ (qt)F (qt) = 1. (2.26)
The second derivative will give a second relation:
F t (qt)D
2θ (qt)F (qt) = −Dθ (qt)DF (qt)F (qt) . (2.27)
Taking a derivative of (2.25) with respect to x at x = qt on the limit cycle we find a third
relation:
Dθ (qt) = Dθ (qt)DΦ (qt, T ) . (2.28)
Finally, differentiating (2.25) twice yields
D2θ (qt) = Dθ (qt)D
2Φ (qt, T ) +DΦ (qt, T )
tD2θ (qt)DΦ (qt, T ) . (2.29)
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In this notation, Dθ (qt)D
2Φ (qt, T ) is a matrix whose i, j entry is
∑
kDkθ (qt)D
2
ijΦ (qt, T ).
Note that DΦ(qt, T ) is given by the Floquet matrix e
−TQ(t), hence it has only one eigenvec-
tor, up to normalization, with eigenvalue 1. By (2.28) this eigenvector is exactly Dθ (qt),
and together with the normalization given by (2.26) this determines Dθ (qt) in terms of the
Floquet matrix. To find D2θ (qt), we solve the system of linear equations for its coefficients
given by (2.27) and (2.29). In the Jordan basis of DΦ (qt, T ) it is straightforward to show
that this solution is indeed unique.
Rigorous results in the spirit of Theorem 2.3 that have been an important guide toward
our result and proof can be found in the works about long time fluctuations of phase
boundaries treated for Cahn-Allen SPDEs with bistable symmetric potential in the small
noise limit [8, 7, 3, 17] and in the zero temperature limit of an interacting Brownian model
[18]. In these cases the dynamics takes place close to a hyperbolic invariant manifold,
which is not a limit cycle: it is a manifold of invariant solutions which is either R or
an interval with boundaries ([1, 4] are also in the same class of problems), and the limit
dynamics are diffusions. [5, 11] are about the long time dynamics of the mean field plane
rotator model: the attracting manifold for the limit PDE is a circle and the resulting
dynamics is Brownian motion. All these infinite dimensional results have in common the
fact that they are about reversible dynamics (or close to being reversible). This is quite
crucial in the analysis and reversibility directly implies the non existence of limit cycles.
A non reversible mean field case, based on the stochastic Kuramoto model, is treated in
[25]: in this case the invariant manifold of the limit PDE is still a manifold of stationary
solutions, but the long time dynamics of the system is dominated by a drift (there is no
time scale on which the dynamics is a diffusion).
With respect to the results we just listed, we require no symmetry properties, neither in
the limit cycle, nor in the noise (in the sense that G(·) is general). The isochron approach
helps in dealing in a rather straightforward way with the dynamics when the trajectory
is close to the limit cycle. To control the proximity of the trajectory to the cycle – there
is of course a competition between the drift and the noise, which is eventually won by
noise, unless the cycle is globally stable – we exploit the linear stability theory for periodic
trajectories, that is Floquet theory.
We now present a result on a time scale longer than ε−2. For this note that as long
as t < τε,W we can define the winding number Wε(t) simply as the lower integer part of
θ˜ε/T . In order to avoid stopping let us set Wε(t) :=∞ if t ≥ τε,W .
Theorem 2.6. Under the same assumptions as in Thereom 2.3 there exists c > 0 such
that for any choice of tε > 0 satisfying
lim
εց0
ε2tε = ∞ and lim
εց0
exp(−cε−2)tε = 0 , (2.30)
we have the following convergence in probability:
lim
εց0
Wε(tε)− (tε/T )
ε2tε/T
= b . (2.31)
One can extract from the proof a value of c, but we have chosen not to strive for the
optimal value, which is of course connected to the solution of a suitable quasipotential
problem [16, 13]: optimizing and detailing this would have made the arguments longer
and heavier. We refer to [10, 2], and references therein, for various Large Deviations issues
related to escaping from attracting limit cycles.
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Figure 1. We plot the limit cycle of a FitzHugh-
Nagumo system and two trajectories of a
stochastic version. With reference to (1.2):
F1(x, y) = x − (x
3/3) − y, F2(x, y) = x + 1/2,
ε = 0.1 and
G(x, y) =
1√
x2 + y2
(
x −y
y x
)(
−1 −1
1 1
)
.
The initial condition is on the limit cycle in all
cases and the simulations run for one period
T = 7.067 . . . The numerical data in Table 1 refer
to this SDE system, with various values of ε.
ε σN bN tobs
0.50 1.34 0.133 ± 0.003 2T
0.20 1.23 0.719 ± 0.003 10T
0.10 1.13 0.699 ± 0.003 40T
0.05 1.10 0.690 ± 0.003 160T
0.02 1.10 0.689 ± 0.003 1000T
0+ 1.07 . . . 0.688 . . . NA
Table 1. Simulation of the FitzHugh-Nagumo sys-
tem given in the caption of Figure 1. We have szm-
pled N = 50000 realizations of the phase at time tobs
and computed the empirical mean bN and the sam-
ple empirical standard deviation σN . The time tobs is
chosen to keep ε2tobs approximately constant, aiming
at a comparable error in bN : the error is one empiri-
cal standard deviation of the mean of the sample. In
the last line we give σ and b, obtained by evaluating
numerically (2.18) and (2.19), see Remark 2.5.
2.4. Perspectives, a numerical example and organization of the paper. Theo-
rem 2.6 is much rougher than Theorem 2.3. It is natural to conjecture that in order to
observe the diffusion effects also on longer time scales, for example on the time scale ε−β
with β > 2, one has to subtract a drift term bεt, with limεց0 bε = b. In fact our argument
of proof allows going somewhat beyond the time scale ε−2, that is we can choose a β
slightly larger than 2, because we do prove that bε = b + O(ε
a) for some a > 0. But
establishing such a result for arbitrary β > 2 necessarily requires the control on bε to the
adequate order because the drift contribution at time ε−β , that is bεε
−β , has to be be con-
trolled with a better accuracy than the martingale term which is of the order ε−β/2. We
believe that this analysis can be performed, but it appears to be extremely cumbersome.
In [7] such a result has been proven, but in that case the drift is zero and the diffusive
behavior is the leading behavior.
A natural generalization of our work would be to deal with more general stochastic
perturbations, for example non Brownian noise: this has been considered in the physical
literature (see e.g. [19, 27]). And of course our results are just in the limit for εց 0: new
phenomena may and do arise for non vanishing noise intensity, see for example [28].
To complete our presentation we report some numerical results in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
The numerical evaluation of σ and b in the εց 0 limit, that is (2.18) and (2.19), is based
on a second order development of the isochrons near M : we will not go into the details of
the numerical construction of the isochrons that is an issue in its own, see e.g. [23] and
references therein.
Here is the organization of the remainder of the paper: the proof of Theorem 2.3 in
Section 3, but it relies Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 that are in Section 4. The proof
of Theorem 2.6 is split in two parts: for moderately long times the proof is in Section 3
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and it is then completed in Section 5 for times up to the ones in which Large Deviations
events take place.
3. Proof of the main results
3.1. Proof of Therem 2.3. The proof has two main steps: early stages and long time
analysis.
Step 1: early stages (approaching M). Without loss of generality we choose Xε0 = x0 non
random and inW . Let us remark from the start that since xt = Φ(x0, t) is attracted byM
and sinceW is open there exists δ0 > 0, that depends on x0, such that inft≥0 dist(xt,W
∁) ≥
δ0, and xt ∈MR for all t ≥ 0, R > 0 depending on x0. We call LF the Lipschitz constant of
F (·) in the (bounded) setMR+1∩Wδ0/2,−, whereWδ0/2,− = {x ∈W : dist(x,W ∁) ≥ δ0/2}.
We set for this subsection τε := τε,MR+1∩Wδ0/2,− so that for every t ≥ 0
∥∥Xεt∧τε − xt∧τε∥∥ ≤ LF ∫ t
0
∥∥Xεs∧τε − xs∧τε∥∥ ds+ ε∥∥∥∥∫ t∧τε
0
G (Xεs ) dBs
∥∥∥∥ , (3.1)
and since, by the Doob’s submartingale inequality for every η > 0 and every t0 > 0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,t0]
ε
∥∥∥∥∫ t∧τε
0
G (Xεs ) dBs
∥∥∥∥ ≥ η
)
≤ t0ε
2
η2
‖G‖2∞ , (3.2)
where ‖G‖2∞ = ‖G‖2∞,VR+1∩Wδ0/2,− , by Gronwall inequality, from (3.1) we obtain that
P
(
sup
t∈[0,t0]
∥∥Xεt∧τε − xt∧τε∥∥ exp (−LF t) ≥ η
)
≤ t0ε
2
η2
‖G‖2∞ . (3.3)
Therefore by choosing η = ε| log ε|b, b > 1/2, and t0 = c1| log ε| we have that for every
c1 > 0
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,c1| log ε|]
∥∥Xεt∧τε − xt∧τε∥∥ ≤ ε1−LF c1 | log ε|b
)
= 1 , (3.4)
and we can therefore remark that since xt ∈MR∩Wδ0,− for every t and since if c1 < 1/LF
(which we assume henceforth) then Xεt∧τε − xt∧τε vanishes in probability as ε ց 0 we
conclude that Xεt ∈ MR+1 ∩Wδ0/2,− for every t ≤ c1| log ε| with probability approaching
one. Therefore for every β ∈ (0, 1 − LF c1)
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,c1| log ε|]
‖Xεt − xt‖ ≤ εβ
)
= 1 , (3.5)
which directly implies that on such an event we have also
sup
t∈[0,c1| log ε|]
distST (θ (X
ε
t ) , θ (xt)) ≤ Lθεβ , (3.6)
where Lθ is the Lipschitz constant of θ in VR+1 ∩Wδ0/2,−. So (3.5)-(3.6) directly entail
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,c1| log ε|∧τε]
∣∣∣θ˜ (Xε· ) (t)− θ˜ (x·) (t)∣∣∣ ≤ Lθεβ
)
= 1 , (3.7)
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Finally, by remarking that dist(xt,M) ≤ exp(−γt) for t sufficiently large, γ ∈ (0, γf)
(see (2.8)-(2.9)), we have that for ε small dist(xc1| log ε|,M) ≤ εγc1 and therefore with
probability going to one
dist
(
Xεc1| log ε|,M
)
≤ max
(
εβ, εγc1
)
= εβ0 , (3.8)
where β0 := min(β, γc1). One can now optimize the choice of c1, by choosing it arbitrarily
close to 1/(γ + LF ), leading to β0 smaller but close to γ/(γ + LF ). In the end, recalling
that γ ∈ (0, γf), β0 can be chosen in (0, γf/(γf + LF )).
Step 2: longer time analysis. We can restart the evolution from t = c1| log ε|, when, with
probability approaching one, the trajectory of the process is at a vanishing distance from
M . Therefore from now on we work with
Y εt := X
ε
t+c1| log ε|
. (3.9)
Accordingly, xt from now is Φ(Y
ε
0 , t). Observe that Proposition 4.1 guarantees that
dist(Y εt ,M) ≤ εβ1 , any β1 < β0, with probability approaching one and uniformly on a
very long time horizon (well beyond what is sufficient for the present argument which is
just O(ε−2)).
Up to now we have controlled the phase of the solution, i.e. (3.6), just in terms of its
proximity between deterministic and stochastic evolution, i.e. (3.5). On longer time scales
the phase of stochastic and deterministic evolutions start differing in a substantial way.
We therefore start the sharper analysis of the phase by applying the Itoˆ formula to the
process ˜θ(Y ε·∧τε)− ˜θ(x·∧τε), where we have redefined τε := τε,Mεβ1 (this convention will be
kept till the end of the proof), obtaining that
uε(t) := ˜θ
(
Y ε·∧τε
)
(t)− ˜θ (x·∧τε) (t) =
ε
∫ t
0
1[0,τε](s)Dθ (Y
ε
s )G (Y
ε
s ) dBs +
1
2
ε2
∫ t
0
1[0,τε](s)tr
(
Gt (Y εs )D
2θ (Y εs )G (Y
ε
s )
)
ds
=: ε
∫ t∧τε
0
H1 (Y
ε
s ) dBs + ε
2
∫ t∧τε
0
H2 (Y
ε
s ) ds , (3.10)
where we have used DθF = 1, H1(·) is Lipschitz and H2(·) is C0. Since Y ε· is bound to a
neighborhood of M , we can consider H1(·) bounded and Lipschitz with constant LH1 > 0,
and H2(·) bounded and uniformly continuous (the continuity modulus will be denoted by
ωH2(·)).
Step2.1: replacing Y εt with qθ(Y εt ). We see that for the quadratic variation of the first term
in the last line of (3.10) we have
sup
t≤ε−2tf
∣∣∣∣ε2 ∫ t∧τε
0
(H1 (Y
ε
s ))
2 ds− ε2
∫ t∧τε
0
(
H1
(
qθ(Y εs )
))2
ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤
2tf‖H1‖LH1 sup
s≤ε−2tf∧τε
∣∣Y εs − qθ(Y εs )∣∣ ≤ 2tf‖H1‖LH1cθ,M sup
s≤ε−2tf
dist(Y εs ,M) , (3.11)
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where cθ,M has been introduced in (2.12). By Proposition 4.1 we see that this expression
is O(εβ1) in probability. Similarly
sup
t≤ε−2tf
∣∣∣∣ε2 ∫ t∧τε
0
(
H2 (Y
ε
s )−H2
(
qθ(Y εs )
))
ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ tfωH2
(
cθ,M sup
s≤ε−2tf
dist(Y εs ,M)
)
,
(3.12)
which, by Proposition 4.1, tends to zero in probability. Of course Proposition 4.1 impies
also limεց0 P(τε > ε
−2) = 1.
Step 2.2: deterministic approximation of θ(Y ε· ) and convergence of drift and quadratic
variation. So to control both the quadratic variation of the first term and the second
term in the last line of(3.10) we aim at showing that, for every H uniformly continuous,
ε2
∫ tε−2∧τε
0 H
(
qθ(Y εs )
)
ds converges, uniformly in t ∈ [0, tf ], in probability to t times the
constant 1T
∫ T
0 H(qs) ds. This is a consequence of the following claim: for any c > 0
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
n=1,...,⌊ε−c⌋
sup
t∈[(n−1)T,nT ]
|uε(t)− uε((n− 1)T )| > ε| log ε|
)
= 0 . (3.13)
In fact, on the complement of the event whose probability is estimated in (3.13) (choose
a c > 2) we have∣∣∣∣ ˜θ (Y ε·∧τε) (t)− ˜θ (x·∧τε) (t)− ( ˜θ (Y ε·∧τε) ((n− 1)T )− ˜θ (x·∧τε) ((n− 1)T ))∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε| log ε| ,
(3.14)
for every n ≤ ε−2tf/T and every t ∈ [(n − 1)T, nT ] and the (random) term between
parentheses in the left-hand side of (3.14) – we call it aε,n – does not depend on t. So we
see that on the same event on which (3.14) holds we have also for the same values of n
and t ∣∣∣∣H (q ˜θ(Y ε·∧τε)(t)
)
−H
(
q ˜θ(x·∧τε)(t)+aε,n
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ωH(ε| log ε|) . (3.15)
We now observe that
ε2
∫ tε−2∧τε
0
H
(
qθ(Y εs )
)
ds =
⌊(tε−2∧τε)/T ⌋∑
n=1
ε2
∫ nT
(n−1)T
H
(
qθ(Y εs )
)
ds+O(ε2) , (3.16)
and using (3.15) (recall also that H(q
θ˜(y·)(t)
) = H(qθ(yt)) for every y· ∈ C0([0,∞);W )) we
see that for n ≤ τε/T∣∣∣∣∣
∫ nT
(n−1)T
H
(
qθ(Y εs )
)
ds−
∫ T
0
H(Φ(x, s)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ TωH (ε| log ε|) , (3.17)
for any x ∈M . Therefore, once (3.13) is established, we have the convergence we claimed
for ε2
∫ tε−2∧τε
0 H
(
qθ(Y εs )
)
ds at the beginning of Step 2.2.
Let us then go back to (3.13) and start by observing that uε(t)− uε((n− 1)T ) is
ε
∫ t
(n−1)T
1[0,τε](s)H1 (Y
ε
s ) dBs +
ε2
2
∫ t
(n−1)T
1[0,τε](s)H2 (Y
ε
s ) ds , (3.18)
and the second term is O(ε2) uniformly in t ∈ [(n−1)T, nT ] and in n, because the integrand
is bounded. The first term is instead of the form ε
∫ t
(n−1)T Z
ε
s dBs and Z
ε
· is a bounded
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process, so {
exp
(
εa
∫ t
(n−1)T
Zεs dBs −
1
2
a2ε2
∫ t
(n−1)T
(Zεs )
2 ds
)}
t≥(n−1)T
(3.19)
is a martingale (for every a ∈ R) and Doob’s inequality tells us that
E
[
sup
t∈[(n−1)T,nT ]
exp
(
εa
∫ t
(n−1)T
Zεs dBs
)]
≤
exp
(
CT,F
a2ε2
2
)
E
[
exp
(
εa
∫ nT
(n−1)T
Zεs dBs −
1
2
a2ε2
∫ nT
(n−1)T
(Zεs )
2 ds
)]
= exp
(
CT,F
a2ε2
2
)
, (3.20)
where CT,F := T‖H1‖2∞. So by applying the Markov inequality with the choice a =
±| log ε|/(CT,F ε) we obtain
P
(
sup
t∈[(n−1)T,nT ]
ε
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
(n−1)T
Zεs dBs
∣∣∣∣∣ > ε| log ε|
)
≤ 2 exp
(
CT,F
a2ε2
2
− aε| log ε|
)
= 2exp
(
−| log ε|
2
2CT,F
)
,
(3.21)
and (3.13) follows by a union bound estimate.
Step 2.3: convergence of the process and completion of the proof. Since the both the
quadratic variation and the drift of the process t 7→ uε(ε−2t), cf. (3.10), in C0([0, tf ];R)
converges in probability to the deterministic limits that we have explicitly identified – in
particular the quadratic variation is linear in time – the convergence of the phase process in
(2.16) to the limit Gaussian process (2.16) follows by standard arguments (see for example
[6, Ch. 2]). The early stages of the evolution do not contribute to the limit because the
change in phase is o(1).
For what concerns (2.15) instead, it is a matter of exploiting Proposition 4.1 and Propo-
sition 4.2. More precisely (2.15) is in part proven by (3.5), up to times c1| log ε| and
ηε ≤ εβ, β identified right before (3.5). Starting from such a time, Proposition 4.1 that
guarantees persistence of proximity to M for times that are even much longer than the
ones that we consider here. In particular by the convergence of the phase process (2.16)
we know that the phase θ˜εt is close to the phase of the deterministic solution up to times
tε = o(ε
−2): this shows that the probability of the first event in (2.15) tends to one. But
having gone far enough on the | log ε| times scale we can also invoque Proposition 4.2 to
establish the stronger proximity claimed in the second event in (2.15). Therefore the proof
of Theorem 2.3 is complete. 
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is split into two cases: namely we prove it first for tε such
that
lim
εց0
ε2tε = ∞ and lim
εց0
exp(−ε−ζ)tε = 0 , (3.22)
with ζ arbitrarily chosen in (0, 2). Then, in Section 5, we will prove it for
lim inf
εց0
exp(−ε−ζ)tε > 0 and lim
εց0
exp(−cε−2)tε = 0 . (3.23)
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Proof of Theorem 2.6 assuming (3.22). The early stage dynamics does not have any effect
on the result we are after so we do start with Xεt in Mεβ0 for some β0 ∈ (0, 1 − ζ2) and
therefore, for any β1 ∈ (0, β0), Xεt ∈ Mεβ1 for t ∈ [0, exp(−ε−ζ)] with probability close
to one, cf. Proposition 4.1. We therefore restart from (3.10), with Xε· in place of Y
ε
· ,
and we aim at a law of large numbers, in probability, for the process t 7→ ˜θ (Xε·∧τε) (t).
More precisely we aim at showing that ( ˜θ
(
Xε·∧τε
)
(tε) − tε)/(ε2tε) converges to b. But
˜θ (x·∧τε) (t) = t+ θ(x0) for every t ≤ τε so we are back to considering
uεt =
˜θ
(
Xε·∧τε
)
(t)− ˜θ (x·∧τε) (t) (3.24)
with xt = Φ(X
ε
0 , t) and the corresponding Itoˆ formula. The stochastic integral part in
the Itoˆ formula gives no contribution to the final result because its quadratic variation
is O(ε2t), hence giving a contribution to the final result that is O(1/(
√
ε2tε)) = o(1), in
probability. The drift part in the Itoˆ formula is treated like in the previous proof after
having modified (3.13) by replacing ε| log ε| with ε1−b, b ∈ ( ζ2 , 1) to get estimates on
exp(ε−ζ) times. The (partial) proof is therefore complete. 
4. Persistence of proximity and approach to M
4.1. The statements. In the deterministic case it is not difficult to see that there exists
cF ≥ 1 such that for δ sufficiently small, a trajectory that starts inMδ will not leave McF δ.
Of course this is no longer true in the stochastic setting, but:
Proposition 4.1. If X0 is such that dist(X
ε
0 ,M) ≤ εβ0 for a β0 ∈ (0, 1) and for ε
sufficiently small, then for every β1 ∈ (0, β0) and every positive ζ < 2(1 − β1) we have
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,exp(ε−ζ)]
dist(Xεt ,M) ≤ εβ1
)
= 1 . (4.1)
Proposition 4.1 can be strengthened in a variety of ways. In particular the next state-
ment says that the trajectories naturally stay closer toM than just εβ1 (of Proposition 4.1),
in fact β1 can be chosen larger than β0 and even arbitrarily close to 1 if we accept to wait
for some time so that the dynamics drives the trajectory closer to M . The rough estimate
is that this distance goes like εβ0 exp(−γt), up to the moment in which this distance enters
the fluctuation regimes, that is when it enters a O(ε) neighbor of the manifold. It is there-
fore clear that getting to a distance O(ε) from M takes a time c| log ε| for a sufficiently
large c > 0.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that there exists β0 ∈ (0, 1) such that dist(Xε0 ,M) ≤ εβ0 for ε
sufficiently small. Then if β1 ∈ (β0, 1) and ζ < 2(1 − β1)
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[c| log ε|,exp(ε−ζ)]
dist(Xεt ,M) ≤ εβ1
)
= 1 , (4.2)
where c := 2T (β1 − β0)/| log(1− ξF/2)|.
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4.2. More on Floquet Theory. In order to prove Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2
we now give more results connected to Floquet Theory: this part may be viewed as
completing § 2.1.
More on Floquet Theory. We restart from (2.7). The basic idea of the Floquet theory is
to consider, for some chosen phase θ0, a matrix Q(θ0) such that
Π(θ0 + T, θ0) = e
−TQ(θ0) . (4.3)
Remark that Q(θ0) may not be unique, but always exists since Π(θ0 + T, θ0) is invert-
ible. Then, by defining N(θ0 + t, θ0) := Π(θ0 + t, θ0)e
tQ(θ0), one obtains the following
decomposition of the principal matrix solution:
Π(θ0 + t, θ0) = N(θ0 + t, θ0)e
−tQ(θ0) . (4.4)
It is easy to check that N(θ0+ t, θ0) is T periodic, that is N(θ0+ t+T, θ0) = N(θ0+ t, θ0),
and satisfies N(θ0, θ0) = Id. By defining Q(θ) = Π(θ, θ0)Q(θ0)Π(θ0, θ) and N(θ + t, θ) =
Π(θ + t, θ)etQ(θ) one can extend the decomposition (4.4) to every phase θ:
Π(θ + t, θ) = N(θ + t, θ)e−tQ(θ) . (4.5)
From this one easily sees the central fact, mentioned in § 2.1 the matrices Q(θ) are similar:
in fact they satisfy for θ1, θ2 ∈ ST
Q(θ1) = Π(θ1, θ2)Q(θ2)Π(θ2, θ1) , (4.6)
and from this we have the notion of Floquet exponents.
Floquet Theory and nonlinear evolution. If xt is a solution of (1.1) starting at time 0
from a x0 close to some point qθ of M , then one can express the trajectory yt defined as
yt = xt − qθ+t in terms of the principal matrix solution: a simple calculation (see [32])
shows that
yt = Π(θ + t, θ)y0 +
∫ t
0
Π(θ + t, θ + s)δθ+s(xs) ds , (4.7)
where the function δ is defined as
δθ(x) = F (x)− F (qθ)− dF (qθ)(x− qθ) , (4.8)
and satisfies ‖δθ(x)‖ 6 C‖x− qθ‖2 close to M uniformly in θ for some constant C, due to
C2 regularity of F .
Floquet Theory: projections and norms. We will make use of some families of projection.
Let us denote by Pθ : R
d → Rd the projection on the tangent space of M at qθ (generated
by the eigenfunction F (qθ) of Q(θ)) with kernel the sum of the other characteristic spaces
of Q(θ), and define P⊥θ = Id−Pθ. From the relation (4.6) we obtain directly the following
commutation relation:
Pθ1 = Π(θ1, θ2)Pθ2Π(θ2, θ1) . (4.9)
This relation shows that Pθ has the same regularity in θ as θ 7→ Π(θ, θ0), which is C1, and
moreover that there exists a constant CP such that (uniformly in θ):
‖Pθz‖ 6 CP‖z‖ and ‖P⊥θ z‖ 6 CP‖z‖ . (4.10)
Clearly, the hypothesis that the eigenvalues on the image of P⊥θ have real part strictly
negative implies that there exist CΠ > 0 and λ > 0 such that for all z ∈ Rd and t > 0
(uniformly in θ):
‖Π(θ + t, θ)P⊥θ z‖ = ‖N(θ + t, θ)e−tQ(θ)P⊥θ z‖ 6 CΠe−λt‖P⊥θ z‖ . (4.11)
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On the other hand, since the tangent space of M at qθ is the eigenspace associated to the
eigenvalue 0 of Q(θ), we simply have for all z ∈ Rd ans t > 0 (again, uniformly in θ)
‖Π(θ + t, θ)z‖ 6 CΠ‖z‖ . (4.12)
It will be useful in the rest of the paper to consider a family of norms ‖ ·‖θ such that there
exists ξF > 0 (the subscript F is there to stress that it just depends on F (·)) such that
‖Π(θ + T, θ)P⊥θ z‖θ 6 (1− ξF ) ‖P⊥θ z‖θ , (4.13)
which means that for the topology induced by the norm ‖ · ‖θ the mapping Π(θ+T, θ) is a
contraction on the normal space at qθ. This can be done in a standard way by considering,
for a phase θ0 and a decomposition in Md(C) in Jordan blocs of Π(θ0 + T, θ0), i.e.
Π(θ0 + T, θ0) = U
−1JU , with J =

J1
J2
. . .
Jr
 , (4.14)
the norm ‖ · ‖θ0 defined as
‖z‖θ0 := ‖EδUz‖ , (4.15)
where the matrix Eδ has the same structure as J but with the blocs Ji replaced by
the blocs of the same size Eδi = diag(δ
i−1, δi−2, . . . , δ, 1), and by taking δ small enough.
Remark that one can choose a family of norm ‖ ·‖θ that is smooth with respect to θ: since
Π(θ + T, θ) = (Π(θ0, θ))
−1Π(θ0 + T, θ0)Π(θ0, θ), one can define ‖z‖θ := ‖EδΠ(θ0, θ)Uz‖
with the same small enough δ for all θ.
Of course if the matrix Π(θ0+T, θ0) is diagonalizable (4.15) holds with E
δ equal to the
identity matrix.
4.3. The proof of Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2. The proof starts by a part
that is common to both propositions.
Iterative scheme. We are interested in the dynamics of the process X = Xε on time
intervals of the type [0, exp(ε−ζ)]. We will consider for 1 6 k 6 nf , with nf :=
⌊
exp(ε−ζ)
T
⌋
,
the projections
αk−1 := projM (X(k−1)T ) , (4.16)
when X(k−1)T is close enough to M such that the projection projM (·) is well defined.
We would like to compare, on each time interval [(k − 1)T, kT ], the process X to the
periodic solution starting from qαk−1 . In view of what we want to prove and, accessorily
the projections to be well defined, we introduce stopping times. More precisely we fix a
δ > 0 that guarantees that projM (·) is well defined in Mδ (cf. (2.1)) and we consider the
stopping time, in fact the stopping couple (kτ , τ), such that
(kτ , τ) = inf
{
(k, s) ∈ {1, . . . , nf} × [0, T ] : ‖X(k−1)T+s − qαk−1+s‖ > δ
}
, (4.17)
where the infimum is taken with respect to the lexicographic order.
Define moreover for k = 1, . . . , nf the times
τk :=

T if k < kτ ,
τ if k = kτ ,
0 if k > kτ .
(4.18)
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We can now consider the process defined by θ0 = projM (X0), assume dist(X0,M) ≤ δ,
and for 1 6 k 6 nf
θk := projM (X(k∧kτ−1)T+t∧τk) , (4.19)
so that θk is the projection on M of XkT , unless this process has been stopped and in this
case it is its projection at the stopping time. We consider also the process Y k defined for
t ∈ [0, T ] and 1 6 k 6 nf by
Y kt := X(k∧kτ−1)T+t∧τk − qθk−1 . (4.20)
This process Y kt satisfies the following mild equation for t ∈ [0, T ] (recall (4.7)-(4.8)):
Y kt = Π(θk−1 + t ∧ τk, θk−1)Y k0
+
∫ t∧τk
0
Π(θk−1 + t ∧ τk, θk−1 + s)δθk−1+s(X(k−1)T+s) ds
+ ε
∫ t∧τk
0
Π(θk−1 + t ∧ τk, θk−1 + s)G(X(k−1)T+s) dB(k−1)T+s . (4.21)
We set for t ∈ [0, T ] and k = 1, . . . , nf
Zkt =
∫ t∧τk
0
Π(θk−1 + t ∧ τk, θk−1 + s)G(X(k−1)T+s) dB(k−1)T+s . (4.22)
Two lemmas. The iteration we just introduced is controlled via a bound on the noise term
and by exploiting the contracting properties of the dynamics neatM . This two ingredients
correspond to the two lemmas we state and prove next.
Lemma 4.3. Given the stochastic evolution (1.2) (hence, given F (·) and G(·)) we set
CF,G := T supθ∈ST ‖Π(0, θ)‖4m‖G‖2∞. For every q ≥ 0 and every nf
P
(
sup
k∈1,...,nf
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Zkt ∥∥∥ ≥ q
)
≤ 2dnf exp
(
− q
2
2CF,G
)
. (4.23)
Proof. For a fixed α ∈ ST define for k = 1, . . . , nf , t ∈ [0, T ]
Z˜kt =
∫ t∧τk
0
Π(α, θk−1 + s)G(X(k−1)T+s) dB(k−1)T+s , (4.24)
so that Zkt = Π(θk−1+ t∧ tτ , α)Z˜kt . Since ‖Zkt ‖ 6 CΠ‖Z˜kt ‖, with CΠ := supθ∈ST ‖Π(0, θ)‖,
the left hand side in (4.23) is bounded by
P
(
sup
k=1,...,nf
sup
t∈[0,T ]
max
j=1,...d
∣∣∣∣(Z˜kt )j
∣∣∣∣ > qCΠ
)
≤ nfd max
j=1,...d
P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣(Z˜kt )j
∣∣∣∣ > qCΠ
)
.
(4.25)
Therefore by proceeding precisely like in (3.20)-(3.21): the quadratic variation of the jth
component of Z˜kt equals∫ t∧τk
0
m∑
j′=1
(
Π(α, θk−1 + s)G(X(k−1)T+s)
)2
j,j′
ds ≤ mTC2Π ‖G‖2∞ , (4.26)
the proof is complete. 
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Recall that ξF ∈ (0, 1) is given in (4.13). We recall also that the subscript F is to stress
that such a constant depends only on F (·) and this convention is used also in the next
statement. In fact the constants may also depend on δ, that is the constant entering the
definition of the stopping couple, but δ is fixed and depends ultimately only on F (·) so we
will not write it explicitly.
Lemma 4.4. Choose a β ∈ (0, 1). There exist εF,β > 0 and CF ≥ 1 such that if for k ∈ N
we have that for every ε ∈ (0, εF,β ] and a β ≥ β
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Zkt ∥∥∥
θk−1
≤ ξF
4
ε−1+β and
∥∥∥Y k0 ∥∥∥
θk−1
≤ εβ , (4.27)
then, for the same values of ε and β, we have that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Y kt ∥∥∥
θk−1
≤ CF εβ and
∥∥∥Y k+10 ∥∥∥
θk
≤
(
1− ξF
2
)
εβ . (4.28)
Proof. We start by observing that the second statement in (4.27) guarantees that kτ > k,
if εF,β is chosen sufficiently small. We then introduce the stopping time τ := inf{t ≥
0 : ‖Y kt ‖θk−1 > CF εβ}: CF a positive constant that is going to be chosen just below.
Note that τ < τk, at least if εF,k is chosen sufficiently small. For all t 6 τ we obtain,
using the mild formulation (4.21), the upper bound on the normal space (4.11), the norm
equivalence cM‖ · ‖θ 6 ‖ · ‖ 6 CM‖ · ‖θ and the fact that δθ is quadratic around M (cf.
(4.8): the positive constant associated to this quadratic bound is denoted by cF,2), we
obtain
‖Y kt ‖θk−1 6 ‖Π(θk+t, θk)Y k0 ‖θk−1+
∫ t
0
‖Π(θk+t, θk+s)δθk+s(XkT+s)‖θk−1 ds+ε‖Zkt ‖θk−1
6 cMCMCΠ
(
e−λtεβ + TcF,2C
2
F ε
2β
)
+
ξF
4
εβ ≤
(
2cMCMCΠ +
ξF
4
)
εβ , (4.29)
where in the second inequality we have chosen εF,β so that TcF,2C
2
F (εF,β)
β ≤ 1. Note
that, with the choice CF = 2cMCMCΠ+ ξF/4 and possibly by choosing εF,β even smaller,
(4.29) implies τ ≥ T , which proves (4.28).
It remains now to show that ‖Y k+10 ‖θk 6 εβ . We restart from (4.21), apply to all terms
the projection P⊥θk−1 and then again apply the norm, getting to the analog of the first line
of (4.29) for ‖P⊥θk−1Y kT ‖θk−1 . Using (4.13) we obtain, in strict analogy with the second step
in (4.29) (and choosing εF,β small enough), that
‖P⊥θk−1Y kT ‖θk−1 6 (1− ξF ) εβ + cF,3ε2β +
ξF
4
εβ ≤
(
1− 3
4
ξ
)
εβ . (4.30)
To deduce an upper bound for Y k+10 with this result remark that one may write Y
k+1
0 in
terms of P⊥θk−1Y
k
T :
Y k+10 = qθk−1 + Y
k
T − qθk = P⊥θk
(
qθk−1 + Y
k
T − qθk
)
= P⊥θk
(
qθk−1 − qθk
)
+
(
P⊥θk − P⊥θk−1
)
Y kT + P
⊥
θk−1
Y kT . (4.31)
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Observe now that since θk− θk−1 = projM (XkT )−projM (X(k−1)T ), the smoothness of the
projection projM (·) implies that |θk−θk−1| 6 cF,4‖XkT −X(k−1)T ‖ 6 cF,4(‖Y k0 ‖+‖Y kT ‖) ≤
cF,4(CM + CF )ε
β . By Taylor expansion
P⊥θk
(
qθk−1 − qθk
)
= (θk−1 − θk)P⊥θkq′θk +O
(
(θk − θk−1)2
)
, (4.32)
where once again the term O
(
(θk − θk−1)2
)
is bounded by (θk − θk−1)2 times a constant
that depends only on F (·). Since P⊥θkq′θk = 0 we conclude that∥∥∥P⊥θk (qθk−1 − qθk)∥∥∥θk−1 ≤ cF,5ε2β . (4.33)
A very similar estimate holds for the second term of the right-hand side of (4.31), since
the smoothness of the application θ 7→ P⊥θ implies that∥∥(P⊥θk − P⊥θk−1)Y kT ∥∥θk−1 6 cF,6|θk − θk−1|∥∥Y kT ∥∥ ≤ cF,7ε2β . (4.34)
So one has ‖Y k+10 ‖θk−1 6 (1− 2ξ/3)εβ when ε smaller than a constant that depends only
on F (·) and β and to conclude the proof remark that
‖Y k+10 ‖θk = ‖Y k+10 ‖θk−1 +
(
‖Y k+10 ‖θk − ‖Y k+10 ‖θk−1
)
≤ ‖Y k+10 ‖θk−1 + cF,8 |θk − θk−1|
∥∥∥Y kT ∥∥∥ ≤ ‖Y k+10 ‖θk−1 + cF,9ε2β
≤
(
1− ξF
2
)
εβ , (4.35)
since the mapping θ 7→ ‖ · ‖θ is smooth and, again, we have chosen ε suitably small. This
establishes (4.28) and completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since β1 < β0 and ζ < 2(1 − β1), we can choose β2 ∈ (β1, β0)
such that ζ < 2(1 − β2) still holds. The second inequality in (4.27) holds for β = β2
and ε sufficiently small. The first one holds, again for β = β2 and, by Lemma 4.3, for
every n = 1, 2, . . . , ⌊exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌋ with probability going to one as ε tends to zero. The
conclusion is of course (4.28) for k = 1. It is then clear that this procedure can be iterated
up to k = ⌊exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌋ and leads to
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,T (1+⌊exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌋]
∥∥∥Y kt ∥∥∥
θk−1
≤ CF εβ2
)
= 0 , (4.36)
which implies
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
t∈[0,exp(ε−ζ)]
dist(Xεt ,M) ≤ CMCF εβ2
)
= 0 , (4.37)
and (4.1) is proven because β1 is smaller than β2. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Choose β−0 ∈ (0, β1) and β+1 ∈ (β1, 1) in such a way that ζ,
which is smaller than 2(1− β1), is also smaller than 2(1− β+1 ) and β+1 − β−0 < 2(β1 − β0).
In particular, with these choices we have that dist(Xε0 ,M) ≤ εβ0 implies ‖Y 10 ‖θ0 ≤ εβ
−
0 for
ε small. By Lemma 4.3 we directly obtain that
P
(
sup
k∈1,...,⌈exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌉
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Zkt ∥∥∥ ≥ ξF4 ε−1+β+1
)
= 0 . (4.38)
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Let us set ηF := 1− ξF /2 ∈ (0, 1). For k = 0, 1, . . . we introduce
βk = β
−
0 + k
log ηF
log ε
, (4.39)
so εβk := εβ
−
0 ηkF , and we set kε := max{k : εβk ≥ εβ
+
1 } so
kε =
⌊(
β+1 − β−0
) log ε
log ηF
⌋
≤ 2 (β1 − β0) log ε
log ηF
, (4.40)
where the inequality holds for ε small. Then we observe that, by (4.38), the first condition
in (4.27) is satisfied for k = 0, 1, . . . , kε. Moreover by definition of βk∥∥∥Y k+10 ∥∥∥
θk
≤
(
1− ξF
2
)
εβk ⇔
∥∥∥Y k+10 ∥∥∥
θk
≤ εβk+1 , (4.41)
so the second inequality in (4.28) with β = βk is is the second inequality in (4.27) with k
replaced by k+1 and β = βk+1. So Lemma 4.4 can be iterated kε+1 times and we retain
that ‖Y kε+1‖θkε ≤ εβ
+
1 .
We now can apply Lemma 4.4, ⌈exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌉ − kε times without taking advantage
of the contraction factor ηF (our noise estimate (4.38) is not good enough to get an
advantage from this contraction factor), so we just keep the estimate ‖Y kε+1‖θkε ≤ εβ
+
1 up
to k = ⌈exp(ε−ζ)/T ⌉+1, as well as the first inequality in Lemma 4.28. And it is precisely
the first inequality in Lemma 4.28 that yields – once we recall (4.40) – (4.2). The proof
of Proposition 4.2 is complete. 
5. Completion of the proof of Theorem 2.6
In view of what we want to prove let us choose tε ∈ [a exp(ε−ζ), exp(cε−2)], for some
a > 0, and we set τf := τM∁δ
to make formulas more compact. We now consider again the
processes Zk defined in (4.22) and we use the notation
Qkt :=
∫ (k−1)T+t
(k−1)T
G
(
Xεs∧τf
)
dBs . (5.1)
We then proceed by defining the following family of integer valued stopping times (the
filtration {Ft}t≥0 is always the Brownian one): k0 = 0 and for i > 1
ki = inf
{
k > ki−1 : sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Zkt ∥∥∥ ∨ ∥∥∥Qkt ∥∥∥ ≥ εβ−1
}
, (5.2)
where β is chosen so that 2(1 − β) < ζ, so if ξ < 2(1 − β) then exp(ε−ξ) ≪ tε. These
stopping times correspond to the rather large excursions experienced either by Zk· or Q
k
· ,
which can induce large excursions for Xε· . These large excursions should be very rare, and
be most of the time separated by a very large time interval, so that the process Xε has
plenty of time to relax and stay in a neighborhood of M before the next excursion. More
precisely, for ξ ∈ (0, 2(1 − β)), let us define the following random variable, denoting
D1ε := #
{
i ∈ N : ki 6 nf and ki − ki−1 6 eε−ξ
}
with nf := ⌊tε/T ⌋ . (5.3)
We also introduce D0ε := #{i ∈ N : ki ≤ nf}.
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Lemma 5.1. For all ξ′ ∈ (ξ, 2(1 − β)) we have
lim
εց0
P
(
D0ε < tεe
−ε−ξ
′
and D1ε < tεe
ε−ξ−2ε−ξ
′
)
= 1 . (5.4)
Proof. Recall that both Zkt and Q
k
t are measurable with respect to F(k−1)T+t. Lemma 4.3
implies that for ξ′′ ∈ (ξ, 2(β − 1))
P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Zkt ∥∥∥ ∨ ∥∥∥Qkt ∥∥∥ > εβ−1∣∣∣∣F(k−1)T
)
6 e−ε
−ξ′′
=: pε , (5.5)
so the point process {ki}i=0,1,... is stochastically dominated by a renewal process {κi}i=0,1,...
with geometric inter-arrival of parameter pε. Therefore E(D
0
ε) ≤ nfpε and the probability
that D0ε is larger than tεe
−ε−ξ
′
vanishes by Markov inequality. Define now the process
{Nj}j=0,1,... by N0 := 0 and
Nj :=
j∑
i=1
1
κi−κi−1 6 eε
−ξ , (5.6)
and the stopping time
ι := inf{j = 0, 1, . . . : Nj > nf} . (5.7)
Denote qε := P(κ
1 6 eε
−ξ
). Since limεց0 pε exp(ε
−ξ) = 0 we have qε ∼ pεeε−ξ = eε−ξ−ε−ξ
′′
,
and the process {Nj − qεj}j=0,1,... is a martingale, so E(Nι) = qεE(ι). Remark moreover
that ι− 1 simply follows a binomial distribution of parameters nf and pε, so that E(ι) =
pεnf +1. Finally E(Nι) ∼ nfpεqε, and we conclude by Markov inequality, once the choice
of a ξ′ ∈ (ξ, ξ′′) is made. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6 assuming (3.23). Let us observe that in Lemma 5.1 the upper bound
on tε, namely the constant c > 0, is arbitrary. But the lemma carries little information if
Xε· exits Mδ, because both the Z and Q processes depend on X
ε
· stopped at τf . However
by a standard Large Deviations argument (based on [13, Th. 5.6.7]) one establishes that
there exists c > 0 such that
lim
εց0
P
(
τf ≥ exp
(
cε−2
))
= 1 . (5.8)
This identifies the constant c > 0 appearing in Theorem 2.6 and one can make it more
explicit in terms of the so called quasi-potential associated to exiting Mδ, cf. [16]. We
therefore choose to work on the event τf ≥ exp
(
cε−2
)
.
It is also practical to exploit another (rough) Large Deviations estimate, namely that
there exists A > 0
lim
εց0
P
(
sup
k=1,...,nf
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥∥Qkt ∥∥∥ ≥ Aε−1
)
= 0 . (5.9)
A proof of this claim is directly achieved by applying Lemma 4.3 and, given G(·) and Mδ,
how large A has to be chosen only depends on the value of c: just use that in any case
nf ≤ exp(cε−2)/T .
Therefore we can and will work assuming (1) that the event whose probability is esti-
mated in (5.4) is realized, (2) that τf ≥ exp
(
cε−2
)
and (3) that the complement of the
event whose probability is evaluated in (5.9) is realized. There are three cases to treat:
(1) The bad blocks [(ki − 1)T, kiT ].
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(2) The short gaps between bad blocks, that is the intervals [ki−1T, (ki−1)T ] that are
not longer than Teε
−ξ
.
(3) The long gaps between bad blocks, i.e. what is left.
The first two cases are treated simply by exploiting the rough estimate (5.9) which
warrants that on time intervals of length t the phase cannot change more than Ct, with C
a constant that depends on A and on the drift F (·): F (·) is bounded because we are bound
to Mδ, since τf ≥ exp
(
cε−2
)
. Therefore, recalling Lemma 5.1, the total contribution of
the bad blocks to the phase does not exceeds Ctε exp(−ε−ξ′) and the contribution of the
short gaps does not exceed Ctε exp(2(ε
−ξ − ε−ξ′)). Since these two quantities are o(tε),
they give no contribution to the final result.
The leading contribution comes all from the long gaps. For this part we use the sharper
estimates on the noise given by the second requirement in the event whose probability is
evaluated in (5.4). This tells us that the noise term is small in a way that we can adapt
the proof of Theorem 2.3 – much like we did for the proof of Theorem 2.6 assuming (3.22)
at the end of Section 3 – and of Proposition 4.1. Let us see this step more in details.
First remark that for each of these long gaps the initial point Xεki−1T may be anywere
in Mδ, and we have to show that the process comes back quickly in Mβ′ for β
′ < β.
This can be done exactly as the step 1 of proof of Theorem 2.3 and in the proof of
Proposition 4.2, showing that it happens in a time smaller than −C log ε with C depending
only on δ and β′. So during this period of time the phase cannot change more than
−C ′ log ε = o((ki − ki−1)T ). This first part can thus be neglected, and we can place
ourself in the case Xε ∈ Mεβ′ . We follow then what has already been done at the end of
Section 3. We want to prove that
˜
θ
(
Xε·∧τf
) (
(ki − 1)T ) − ˜θ (Xε·∧τf) (ki−1T )− tk = bε2tk + o (ε2tk) , (5.10)
with tk =
(
ki − ki−1)T , and we thus consider, similarly as in (3.24),
uε(t) = ˜θ
(
Xε·∧τε
)
(t)− ˜θ
(
Xε·∧τf
) (
ki−1T
)− ˜θ (x·∧τε) (t) , (5.11)
with xt = Φ(X
ε
ki−1T
, t). This can be treated exactly as in the end of Section 3, recalling that
the noise (i.e. the Qk’s and the Zk’s) is controlled on this period of time. More precisely
the quadratic variation term can be neglected like in the partial proof of Theorem 2.6
at the end of Section 3 and the other terms – steps form (3.10) to (3.17) – require the
control of the noise term provided precisely by the control on the Qk’s and the fact that
Xε· stays in a ε
β neighborhood of M , that follows from the control on the Zk’s by applying
Lemma 4.4: the details are the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. This completes
the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
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